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david itzkovits knows what it takes to dig 
deep and reach the finish line. the long 
distance runner and head of investments 
for sanlam Global investment solutions 
has learned from his past mistakes and 
vowed never to be driven by fear again. 
the Boston-based investor tells  
Michelle Abrego how behavioral  
finance has helped him and 

why greed leads to bad 
decisions
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However, he soon had a change of heart and gave up 
medicine to do a graduate program in finance and 
started working for an insurance company.

His first real brush with the world of wealth 
management was accompanying his father to meet an 
adviser in montreal.

‘in that process he talked about all these things 
– about how this fund returned this, and how that fund 
returned that,’ explains itzkovits.

‘He never asked, “what are your dreams? what are 
your goals? what are you trying to achieve for your 
kids?” it was about how much money something made 
and i just felt that was wrong.’

it was a defining moment for itzkovits, and one 
thing that has driven him throughout his career in 
finance ever since is a focus on the clients’ needs.

‘i’ve always put myself in the mind of the client. if i 
can understand their perspective, i can look at what 
type of solutions can work best for them.’

itzkovits was eventually poached from a canadian 
bank to work on the international unit of HsBc’s 

N
o one likes to be wrong, let alone be the 
person at the bottom of the market.

that fear is exactly what david itzkovits 
believes drives a number of investors into 
making the wrong decisions.

the Boston-based investor, head of investment for 
sanlam Global investment solutions, knows this from 
experience. in 2009, in his mid-30s with a young 
family in tow he decided to sell off 40% of his 
investment assets.

‘if you had asked me at the time, “david do you think 
equity markets will be higher in five years?” i would 
have said “100% they would be higher”, but i still sold 
40% of my assets. i did this because i was scared. it’s 
very difficult to make rational decisions. i was a new 
father. i had just bought a new house. i had to protect 
my assets at all costs.

‘i eventually got back into the market, but i had 
already missed the huge bounce back. it was just 
because i was afraid.’

this fear is behavioral finance 101, classic behavior 
that many investors suffer from but itzkovits – a 
student of behavioral finance – has learned his lesson: 
‘emerging markets are booming. everyone wants to 
explore india and china. now it has fallen no one wants 
to touch it. it’s always backward looking.

‘the best thing you could ever do is buy when there is 
blood in the water. that’s a good time to re-evaluate 
your portfolio and consider assets that have come down 
significantly.’

today the 42-year-old helps others avoid the fear that 
can come from ‘analysis paralysis’ when he chooses 
funds to sit on sanlam’s product offerings.

Headquartered in cape town, south africa, sanlam 
investments is a global financial services company 
which started out as an insurance business in africa. its 
Global investment solutions unit has a number of 
specialized wealth products for international clients.

itzkovits is responsible for managing the $1.5 billion 
Global investment solutions product range. the 
products are distributed through intermediaries across 
the world, and sold to offshore us, canadian, latin 
american, south african, australian, middle eastern and 
uk clients.

one of the main products he selects funds for is the 
Bermuda-based investment trust platform. within this 
platform intermediaries have access to active and 
passive ucits funds, a model portfolio service and 
protection overlays.

Factory boy
itzkovits’s start in life did not automatically lead to a 
career in finance. His first job was as a floor sweeper at 
his parent’s women’s sportswear factory in canada, and 
while he could have gone on to join the family business, 
he knew his understanding of spandex and lycra was 
already stretched.

His family expected him to be either a lawyer or a 
doctor, and knowing he was as analytical as he was 
studious, itzkovits went down the medical route. He 
soon settled on being a plastic surgeon, because, as he 
says, it was the 80s and ‘they made a lot of money’.

Itzkovits has no direct Latin American 
roots, but his Romanian father lived in 
Brazil and his Hungarian mother grew up 
in Chile. His grandfather made a living in 
Brazil by selling shoelaces, and he says 
from very early on he understood hard 
work was 100% correlated to success.

‘I grew up in a very work-centered 
culture. You need to work a lot of hours 
and very hard to succeed. Work was very 
central to survival, and that is what has 
given me the work ethic to survive,’ says 
Itzkovits.

Itzkovits is an endurance athlete and 
has participated in four ultra-marathons 
and two marathons since 2014.

‘I am driven by the next challenge. Given 
I am in my early 40s and started running 
late in life, I am always interested in what I 
can do, how far I am able to push and 
stretch my limits. I feel ultimately it’s how 
you grow personally and professionally.’

Between work, training and spending 
time with family, the main thing that 
Itzkovits says suffers is sleep.

private bank in new york where he managed a $635 
million portfolio, one of its largest portfolios at the 
time. after leaving HsBc in 2007 and a short one-year 
stint with old mutual’s sales team, in 2009 he was 
one of eight to launch P2 international. this 
Bermuda-based protection product provider was later 
bought by sanlam in 2012 and is now used within its 
trust solutions.

analysis paralysis
‘we are agnostic to final fund choices made by our 
clients through our platform. my goal is simply to 
provide advisors and clients’ choice and the ability to 
select which investments that suit them best.’

itzkovits has access to a universe of funds via the 
German HsBc trinkaus platform, which also secures 
him institutional share classes.

‘we don’t want to offer 400 funds because then 
they’re hit with analysis paralysis. too many is too 
much. so we offer 150 plus funds from the leading fund 
managers, including franklin templeton, Blackrock, 
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mfs, Pimco and jP morgan.’
the selection is very much guided by the distribution 

demands of the buyers, he says.
‘let me construct a tapestry of all the investment 

options that we have and let me look for holes. where 
do we not have good exposure? are we missing an 
asian fund or an emerging market debt fund? How do i 
get 25 possible us equity funds down to five?’

one of the latest additions to the platform is passive 
investment provider vanguard.

itzkovits uses an in-house analysis system that ranks 
funds on a number of factors, varying from assets under 
management to performance to risk-adjusted returns. 
He also uses mf analytics and morningstar in his 
research. lastly, the process finishes with a final look 
from his group’s investment committee.

He also reviews the platform bi-annually to discard 
any funds that may no longer be up to task.

the bottom line of itzkovits’s approach is to avoid 
undue risk, as when a product does badly his clients 
don’t blame the fund, they blame sanlam.

‘if we don’t think it beats its peers in the 
marketplace, we won’t add the fund. we will pass up 
sales to make sure the offering we provide holistically to 
all clients is the right one.’

Hedge funds are a good example of his belief in 
adding only what he deems to be the right strategies to 
his list.

‘do you know how many people want hedge funds? 
But we don’t. not because we can’t, but because of the 
risk of something going wrong.

‘we want to limit risk, fraud. the last thing we want 
is to have a fund on the platform and suddenly it’s 
frozen, can’t trade and it’s changed its investment 
trading instructions.’

itzkovits also warns against being driven by historical 
performance as focusing on short-term investment 
performance rarely ever leads to better results.

‘today’s flat markets and low fixed income yields 
have people chasing returns. i try to understand what 
drives clients’ actions and help construct solutions that 
ultimately leads to better client behaviors.

‘solutions that will help them address challenges such 
as loss aversion or bad investment decisions driven by fear. 
diversification is a good tool for managing risk, but i think 
there are additional risk management tools and statistics 
that should be employed to help clients achieve their 
long-term goals and have a better investment experience.’

Words oF Wisdom
itzkovits has a number of concerns about the current 
investment landscape and what investors expect to 
happen when interest rates rise and bond portfolios get 
‘destroyed’.

‘fixed income has been a safe and positive asset class 
for the last 20 plus years because interest rates kept going 
down, so bond portfolios kept going up,’ he explains.

‘People sometimes have this false sense of security 
when it comes to fixed income. the challenge becomes 
how do you give them a potential for growth but with 
some downside protection?’

He also believes that wealth advisors have a lot to 
gain from understanding behavioral finance.

He uses the recent uptick in requests for high yield 
investments as an example: ‘it’s always the same kind 
of things that lead people down the wrong path. i get a 
lot requests for high yield because clients want income.

‘there haven’t been a lot of defaults in the last few 
years so everyone feels a lot more comfortable with 
high yield. all it will take is one thing and everyone will 
start freaking out again.’

it shouldn’t just be about performance, but also risk 
mitigation, he says.

‘People make bad financial decisions driven by fear 
and greed. why else would they buy at the top of the 
market and sell at the bottom?

‘everyone is looking for a way to invest and grow but 
also to protect themselves. that’s why our protection 
program has gained so much value [over the last few 
months]. 

‘if you can give some stability for long-term investing, 
clients are more likely to stay in investments and make 
money rather than bad investments driven by fear.’ 

top 10 funds by aum on platform
fund manager

1 sanlam managed risk Global david itzkovits

2 mfs meridian funds Global equity david mannheim  & roger morley 

3 Blackrock BGf Global allocation dan chamby, aldo roldan, dennis stattman

4 aB american income Portfolio Paul denoon, Gershon distenfeld, douglas Peebles 

5 mfs meridian funds Global total return nevin chitkara, steven Gorham & Benjamin stone  et al

6 jPmorgan us dollar liquidity jason straker

7 jPmorgan Highbridge us steeP alain sunier

8 mfs meridian funds emerging markets debt ward Brown, matt ryan

9 Pioneer sicav us fundamental Growth andrew acheson, Paul cloonan

10 jPm america equity Gregory luttrell, jonathan simon  

source: sanlam Gis / citywire
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2012 - present 
sanlam global investment solutions
head of investments

2009 - 2012
p2 international 
senior vice president of sales - 
northeastern us & canada

2008 - 2009
old mutual
regional sales director for europe  
and canada

2005 - 2007
hsbc international private bank
vice president

2004 – 2005
canadian imperial bank of commerce 
finance analyst
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